03 ford explorer fuse box diagram

Basic body module central locking system, window lift, windscreen wiper relay. IHKA Basic; as
of IHKA High; as of M57, TU: Solenoid valve, exhaust gas recirculation Oil level sensor Electric
changeover valve, swirl flaps Preheating control unit Electrical changeover valve, engine mount
Heating, crankcase breather Boost pressure adjuster 1 Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic
converter M57 TUTOP: Solenoid valve, exhaust gas recirculation Oil level sensor Electric
changeover valve, swirl flaps Preheating control unit Electrical changeover valve, engine mount
Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter Wastegate valve Compressor bypass valve M47 TU2:
Solenoid valve, exhaust gas recirculation Electrical changeover valve, engine mount Heating,
crankcase breather Electric changeover valve, swirl flaps Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic
converter Preheating control unit Oil level sensor S Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter
Oxygen sensor 2 be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oxygen
sensor 2 after catalytic converter. Diesel: Solenoid, radiator shutter Solenoid valve, boost
pressure control E-box fan Exhaust flap Diese; as of M Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic
converter Oxygen sensor 2 be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter
Oxygen sensor 2 after catalytic converter Sequential manual transmission SMG N Sequential
manual transmission SMG Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 be-fore
catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 after catalytic
converter Crankshaft breather heating 1. N52; up to N DME control unit Fuel injector 1, 2, 3, 4. N
DME control unit Oxygen sensor 2 after catalytic converter Oxygen sensor before catalytic
converter Oxygen sensor 2 before catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter
Oil quality sensor. S Solenoid, radiator shutter E-box fan Gear indicator lighting Selector lever
Shift lock selector lever lock Power-saving relay, electronic damper control Bonnet switch, right
Bonnet switch, left Rpm sensor, transmission main shaft Relay, electric vacuum pump
Diagnostic module for fuel tank leakage Secondary air-hot-film air-mass meter Secondary air
pump relay. No need for HazMat suits, yet! A parasitic battery drain is just something that
consistently and continually drains your battery. You should be able to diagnose your battery
drain issue within a few minutes. Keep in mind, depending upon your vehicle, you probably
have more than one fuse panel. Most vehicles have at least one fuse panel under the hood, and
another inside the passenger area. Some foreign cars have multiple fuse panels inside, in
different areas. Using the correct wrench or socket, remove the negative battery cable from the
battery post. In our case, we were working on a Ford Explorer, so the battery terminal used an
8mm bolt. Grounding a negative wire to ground is not a problem; however, grounding the
positive could destroy electronics, including your multimeter. You should see a symbol like a
solid line, with dashes underneath. You will probably have the option for Amps or mA milliamps
, so choose the Amps to start with, preferably 10A or 20A. Make sure your wire leads are in the
correct location, on the multimeter. There should be a diagram on the multimeter, showing you
where to put the test lead wires. This means the current draw will be passing through the
multimeter. In our case, we had a 4. Be certain your leads and dial are in their correct locations.
You should see the multimeter display the number of Amps that are actively causing your
battery drain. Use zip ties or small clamps to keep the multimeter leads connected to the battery
terminal and battery wire. Tip: A normal operating vehicle will have about 50 milliamps of Amp
draw on the battery. Our Best Drill Bits Video. Start with your underhood fuse panel. Make sure
that you can see your multimeter while you pull fuses. Use your needle-nose pliers or a fuse
puller to remove and replace fuses, until you see the Amps on the multimeter drop. Be careful
that each fuse goes back into the correct location. If you get through all your underhood fuses,
then move into the inside fuse panels. This is where an extra person can help, they can monitor
the multimeter while you pull fuses. Once you pull the fuse that is the culprit, then you can fix
the issue. Once we removed this 30A fuse, the Amp draw dropped to 0. Removing both fuses
dropped our Amp draw down to almost nothing. You should be good to go, and your parasitic
battery drain has now been fixed. Having a love of automobiles that stems from his father's
racing days, Tim has spent a lifetime around cars and trucks. From restoring and renovating
them as well as fixing them when they break, Tim always has a tool handy. He currently resides
in central Florida with his wife and 5 kids where he divides his time as mentor, devoted father,
loving husband and jungle gym. You forgot one very important step. Most cars have multiple
modules, computers , in them now, and some of those modules stay energized for up to 10
minutes when the battery is disconnected. Fortunately my car has been sitting in my garage for
a week lol! Thanks for the reminder. I am trying to diagnose a 0. I was using the conductive
clamp on my MM though around the bundle of wire coming off the positive end of the battery.
One question thoughâ€¦is each and every electrical component connected to a fuse? There are
no exceptions? Sorry for the delay in response time. Typically, each accessory or item has its
own fuse, or fusable link. A fusable link is built into the wiring itself. Thank you! Mechanic love
having people come in with electrical problems. How many times can a battery be drawn down

to where it damages the battery. The thing is the battery takes forever to charge with the trickle
charger. I suppose the parasitic drain is slowing it way down. My battery was just over 11 volts
when I threw the trickle charger on. Yes, Ford had issues with Alternator diodes going bad and
draining batteries, very quickly. Just take your time. I have 03 Infinity G35 Sedan, The battery
drains over night. Pulled all the fuses no problems; Checed to see if there was a draw on the
battery ,no draw. Change the alternator and battery. A certified Nissan mechanic ran all the
basic test and found ,no draw from the battery,no bad fuse,is no drawing fuses. I am at my wits
end please ,thank you. Any other suggestions are well appreciated. All rights reserved.
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upgrade your Chevy truck stereo or radio, you can take it to a professional or try to do it
yourself. This guide comes in handy whether you are installing a navigation system, MP3 player
or even putting the factory stereo back in. Installing a stereo into your Chevy Silverado is easy
to do with our truck audio wiring diagram. Whether you are a professional stereo installer or
just trying to upgrade your truck stereo, this wiring guide can help you. These are also known
as the C or trucks, and they use a different wiring diagram to install your aftermarket stereo.
This stereo is found in many of the Chevy vehicles in this year range, and even the Corvette. If
you are installing a stereo into your Silverado of this generation, you will need to use an install
kit like the one shown below. If you are reinstalling your Chevy Silverado factory stereo, this
unit can be found in other used Chevy trucks or vehicles. Depending on the double DIN stereo
you are trying to install, you may need a mounting kit. If you happen to own a C Silverado, the
wiring will vary ever so slightly. These changes are easy to see and notice, especially when you
are installing an aftermarket stereo. You will notice the main difference in the C Silverado Stereo
Wiring schematic when you try to connect the switched 12 volt wire. If you own a Chevy
Silverado, you are in luck. Because this is a double DIN unit, you can get away with just a
mounting bracket to make your stereo fit properly. This unit powers the front speakers as well
as the subwoofer if your Silverado came with one. The newest Silverado has several different
options from Chevy that can complicate your stereo install. Many of these changes affect your
install if you are intending on ditching the factory navigation or infotainment system. For select
and Silverados, the stereo wiring works out slightly differently. If you are looking to install an
aftermarket navigation system or even a single DIN stereo with a pop-up face, you will need a
install kit as well as new mounting brackets. When installing into this generation of Chevy
Silverado, you are best off when you start with a truck without the factory navigation unit. With
this trim of Chevy Silverado, you can use an install kit to upgrade the base radio. Use of an
install kit allows you to bolt in a single or double DIN into this stereo opening. The wiring for the
and Silverado can vary, depending on the level of your trim. If your Chevy Silverado has a pin
plug on the back of your stereo, you will need to follow this guide instead of the previous one.
Car Radio Ground Wire: Black on 16pin plug. Next up in our Silverado stereo wiring guide is the
auxiliary audio input wires. This is an important part of your stereo install, especially if you are
adding additional inputs. Have any questions about this Silverado Stereo Wiring guide? Leave
them for us below and let us know! Robert, you should have a blue amp wire for switched
power. Failing that I would tap into your ignition switch located in your steering column. Good
luck! Sorry but this Silverado stereo wiring diagram does not include the just yet. Stay tuned or
subscribe to our Facebook page to get the latest updates! Thanks for reading! Which wires do I
want to tap into for creating audio outputs for my amplifier, and where can I find those wires.
What year or generation of Chevy Silverado wiring information do you need? The radio control
box is beside the lower glovebox and has 1 aqua colored and 1 tan colored plug, both are 29pin

along with those are a usb and antenna plugs. Any help would be appreciated. In the meantime,
install of your stereo and amplifier can be made easy with a plug and play kit. I have a Silverado
custom with the IOB radio it has a Grey plug on the left and a tanish sort of brown plug on the
right, as you looking in. I am trying to hook up a 4 channel loc and 4 channel Amp and I can not
find info on this type of radio anywhere or harness. Adding an amp and sub to a factory stereo
using a LOC. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Wednesday, February 24, Sign in. Forgot your password? Get help. Password
recovery. My Pro Street. Like this: Like Loading Ford Explorer Stereo Wiring Diagram.
Mitsubishi Evolution Stereo Wiring Diagram. Does the present include Silverado ? Hi Ryan,
thanks for reading Sorry but this Silverado stereo wiring diagram does not include the just yet.
Thanks for commenting! Hi Ryan, thanks for commenting What year or generation of Chevy
Silverado wiring information do you need? I need the speaker wiring color for a Chevy Silverado
custom adding a 4 channel amp. Hi Mark, thanks for reading my Silverado wiring guide. Hi
Scott, you most definitely can! Best of luck and let me know how it turns out! Drop me a line if
you have any questions! Contact us: stockspyder gmail. Find the Ford radio wiring diagram you
need to install your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the Ford wire guide you
need. Every Ford stereo wiring diagram contains information from other Ford owners. Really
need wiring diagram for expedition sync radio with factory sub and dual rear dvd headrests
thanks. I need a Ford Escape radio and amp wiring diagram with premium Audiophile sound
with Sync and voice activated navigation. Can you help? I have ford expedition with cd cassette
deck radio without rear dvd and without steering wheel radio controls. I just bought a cd
navigation stereo out of a expedition could you send me what ever wiring diagrams I may need
to wire in the gps stereo in my dash so it will work? That would be greatly appreciated. Reece,
as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Courier, our website only features wiring
information about United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck with your Ford Courier
stereo wiring diagram search. Rommel, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car
radio wiring info listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the
Ford Fiesta radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified
Life community would be able to chime in and post a reply. I have ford escape and I wanted to
put a new stereo in so I was wondering if I could get the wiring diagram for itâ€¦. Brad, as much
as we would like to assist you, most of the car radio wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford Mustang II stereo wire info but
hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to assist
you. Thank you. Aaron, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wire
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford
E radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. Will really appreciate it, Thanks. Thx so
much for your time!!! Stephen, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Falcon
Turbo, we only have information about United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with
your search. You can do this by using an Automotive Fuse Tester and making sure all of your
fuses are not blown. If all of your fuses are good, your Ford Explorer may have a factory amp
that needs to be turned on by your aftermarket stereo. The car radio amplifier trigger wire has to
be wired up to turn on your factory amp to output sound from your speakers. Hope this points
you in the right direction. Good luck with your Ford Explorer radio install. Still, as much as we
would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Crown Victoria Police Interceptor stereo
wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to chime in and help you out. Julie, yes you can hook up your an amplifier and
subwoofer to your stock stereo. You will need some aftermarket electronics to hook up a
subwoofer to your Ford Escape factory stereo. You will need five components:. Car Subwoofer
2. Car Subwoofer Box to house your car subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your
subwoofer power needs and ohm rating. Car Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power
needs of your amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter to feed an audio signal from your factory radio
to your aftermarket amplifier. First run all your amplifier power from your car battery to where
you plan on mounting your amplifier. Next, run your ground wire from your grounding point to
your amplifier. This will provide an audio signal to your after market amp. Lastly, connect your
subwoofer to your after market amplifier using the speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Hope
this helps. Good luck with your Ford Escape amplifier and subwoofer installation. My main
issue is finding a converter. I have a stock 6-disc cd changer and want to keep it, everybody is
telling me i have to buy a aftermarket cd player thoughâ€¦. Please helpâ€¦thanks! Aaron, as
much as we would like to help you with your Ford Falcon, we only have information about
United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your Ford Falcon stereo wiring diagram

search. Ben, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Laser, we only have
information about United States Domestic Market cars. Kevin, you will need an automotive
auxiliary input adapter. This adapter will allow you to input any mp3 player or portable music
player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio
input into your factory stereo. Here is the adapter you will need:. Aux Input Adapter for Ford
Escape. Good luck with your Ford Escape aux input adapter installation. Im looking for a 07
Ford Escape in dash 6 cd Audiophile wiring diagram and what would i need to hoop up my iPod
to it? I need the radio wiring diagram for a Ford F reg cab. I removed the old radio and
according to some people they say I have a premium sound system. The radio I removed has 2
seperate plugs on the back. The adapter kit I bought only has one plug that fits the one stock
connector. Is there a seperate amp that goes to the second plug and then to the speakers, if so
where is it located? Do I need to buy a special adapter? That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford Fusion is on and off whenever your Ford Fusion is off. Just make sure to run an
in-line fuse holder with a 1-amp fuse on the amplifier turn on wire. Good luck with your Ford
Fusion amplifier install. I need the factory amp wiring diagram for a Fusion sport with the Sony
audio package. Specifically looking for the factory amp turn on wire to tap for another amp.. I
have a f with the Sony navigation and I wanted to take out the sub it comes with and put in
aftermarket amp and sub do u have the speaker wire diagram and something on how to remove
the stereo to splice in to the wires to add the RCA output thing. Thank u. The Falcon is
Australian model i dont know what the us equivalent is. That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford F is on and off whenever your Ford F is off. Which wire do I use for an amplifier
remote turn on in a f? If you know a pin that would work too. Thanks for your help. Good luck
with your Ford Explorer navigation system installation. Lonny, most late model vehicles do not
have inputs to feed an mp3 audio signal to your factory stereo. You would have to install
automotive auxiliary input adapter. An automotive auxiliary input adapter will allow you to input
any mp3 player or portable music player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most
cost effective to add an audio input into your factory stereo. Auxiliary Input Adapter for Ford F
Good luck with your Ford F aux input adapter installation. I have a ford F super duty that has the
ford six CD changer stereo stock in it. I was wondering if there is a place on this stereo to plug
an auxiliary I-pod. I noticed on the front of the stereo there is an auxiliary push button. I am
looking for a car stereo wiring diagram for a Ford Ranger. Specifically for the front and rear
speakers. Kevin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. You would have to install a line out converter to
supply an audio output. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. We suggest you invest in
some solid wire taps that wont come loose. These wire tap connectors will allow you to tap into
wires without cutting and installs in seconds by hand with no crimping or tools required. Good
luck. The idiot that owned my car before me chopped up all the wires. Hi, i am looking for the
wiring diagram for a ford fusion sport, 12 sony surround speaker system, sync, no nav screen.
That way your amplifier is on whenever your Ford Taurus is on and off whenever your Ford
Taurus is off. Good luck with your amplifier install. I need a wiring diagram for a 93 Ford Probe
GT. It has a premium factory system. Cool Site! Installing new CD player in. Danzart,
unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles.
Good luck on your Ford Fairmont radio wiring diagram search. I am looking for the stereo wiring
for a Ford F with the 6 CD changer in the back. Woft, unfortunately we only feature wiring
diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your El Falcon Futura radio
wiring diagram search. Hiâ€¦ I have a EL Falcon futura this is Australian model and name and i
dont know if you have the equivalent under a different name. It has a cheap and nasty stereo
fitted model FCTA2-B and i would like a wiring diagram for it if possible. I am looking for a radio
wiring diagram for a Ford Thunderbird Elan 5. That way your amplifier is on whenever your is on
and off whenever your car is off. Good luck with your amp install. Allan, unfortunately we only
feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your wire
diagram search. I would like the stero wiring diagram for a ed ford station wagon-4 speakeraustralian made vehicle. I am trying to install a newer sterio. Does anyone have the wiring color
diagram? Justin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. I have a Ford Ranger that i bought an amp for, and
i need to know what wires i need to splice into on the factory unit for the RCA wires and which
wire to use as the amp trigger wire. I need a wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport trac with
the Piooneer premium sound system, amp, sub woofer,and rear seat control. Can you please
help me with this? I need a radio wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport Trac with the Pioneer
Premium sound system with a amp and one sub woofer. I have the model with the 6 CD changer
and amplifier. Chris, unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic
Market vehicles. Good luck on your search. I am looking for a radio wiring diagram color code

for a ford explorer sport truck. Looking for a stereo wiring diagram for ford expedition eddie
bauer with entertainment system. Wanting to replace factory amp in Ford T Bird, has the
premium soud system, need wiring diag and color codes for all the wires at the factory amp.
Thanks, Tim. Tony, as much as we would like to help you we do not have wiring diagrams for
Australian vehicles. We only have car stereo wiring diagrams for USDM vehicles. I spoke with a
company and they said it had to be hardwired. However, the previous owner had a working
harness.. If we find it, we will post it as soon as possible. Please check back. Thanks for
visiting. If nothing else would like to have the wiring for the power antenea not sure what wires I
need to hook it up to an aftermarket stereo. Thanks Floyd. Thanks, Jose. Any help would be
great Thanks in advance. Thank you! If you could send me this that would be awesome. I am
looking for a stock amp wiring diagram for a mustang gt convertible. Also a radio wiring
diagram would be great. Im trying to install a aftermarket stereo in my 96 ford explorer xlt eddie
bower with jbl and cd changer can you please show me the wiring diagram? Good Luck. I have
a Ford Taurus that I would like to install a system into. I would like to keep my factory radio due
to how it is installed in the car already built in with the heater controls. My plan was to splice
into the rear speaker wire to get my source for the amp I know a already amplified source will
lead to distortion and humâ€¦ What I need is to know is what wire do I splice into on the back of
the radio for the remote power on the amp? I am looking for a radio wireing diagram for a ford
windstarâ€¦The factory color codes are needed. Dwayne, you can simply take a AA battery,
connect two wires to each end and then touch the positive side wire and the negative side wire
to each speaker terminal. If the speaker cone moves outward, then the positive speaker terminal
is the side with the positive side wire. If the speaker cone moves inward then the positive
speaker terminal is the negative side wire. When testing for polarity, just tap the terminals. Do
not leave your speaker connected to the battery as it may damage it. Which one is the positive
and negative on each door? I would like to find a wiring diagram to the stereo unit in a Ford
Mustang. It has the Fm reciever with tape deck and a seperate cd player unit. All your help will
be appreciated. I am looking for a wiring diagram of the stock radio on the Ford Focus S model.
I want to hook up an amp and sub, and I know I need to use a line output converter, but I need to
find out what wires to use for the rear left and right positive and negative and the accessory
turn on lead. It only has the basic, stock 4 speaker set up. Thank You. I am looking for a radio
and speaker wiring diagram for Ford Fusion SE with the premium sound 6 speakers with amp.
Please help! I am looking for a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer with factory cd changer.
We have a 98 mustang convertible, I fear it has the seperate radio and stock amplifier. How can
we wire a standard aftermarket radio to it?? Sean, it will take extensive electrical know how to
change the color of the radio lighting. We recommend you get a car radio that features
selectable color settings. Installing an amp and need speaker wire colors and 12V switched wire
for remote power on. Thanks in advanceâ€¦. I want to install an amp and some other speakers. It
sounds like your radio screen may have burned out. You can either get it repaired by an
authorized repair center or replace the whole radio. My problem is the radio is functioning but
no LCD monitor. I need a diagram for a Crown Victoria with standard cassette. Can anyone help
me pls? I have a ford aerostar and I need a stereo wiring diagram desperately. Angela, Use the
dark blue wire for your power antenna. The dark blue wire is used for the amp as well. It has the
Climate control system in it and has a JBL speaker set up. I am looking for a stereo wiring
diagram for a Ford F pickup. Any information you can send me would be appreciated. I need the
pinouts for the 16 pin plug that goes into the radio for a Ford Explorer. I have a ford mustang lx.
When i bought it there was no stereo or anyting in it. Just recently bought a sony xplod gs
stereo for it. Upon looking at the wires in there i couldnt decypher what was what. There are 4
red ones that i thought were the speakers but one has a black running along side it. Any help is
greatly appreciated. I am in need of a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer xlt, the radio that
was in it got stolen so I am trying to put another in.. Josh, ask and you shall receive: Ford
Mustang Radio Wires. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Ford Radio
Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Owners
Manual. Physical Installation. Operations and Downloading. OEM pyrometers, pyrometer
calibration, and other topics. Chapters Installation 9 Operating Instructions Pgs. Always update
the GT before installing on a vehicle using the Update Agent internet update software. Visit The
diagram below shows just how easy it is to update any of our electronic products. Page 3:
Introduction GT itself. This product is a relatively easy product to install, if installation
assistance is required this prod- uct can be installed by any Bully Dog dealer and can also be
installed using the assistance of our technical support team. Page 9: Table Of Contents The
tools list indicates all of the tools necessary to complete the GT install. The Head Unit is the
interface through which all oper- ating functions take place including: Downloading, Monitoring,

and the Driving Coach feature. Page Obdii Adapter Plug 4. Check our web site for other
mounting options, the GT is This overview is meant to help refer- ence the general location of
installed parts and pieces of the GT. Note that some fuse boxes will be located inside the cab of
the vehicle and will not require that the power wire go through the vehicle fire wall. Follow the
steps for the easi- est installation of this product. For a clean install, use a fuse tap and spade
connector that will work with the specific fuse being used for this install. Locate the T-shaped
mount socket on the back side of the GT. Page Capaci- tive touch buttons only require a touch
on the button area rather than a push like regular buttons require. It is not necessary to apply
any significant force to the but- ton while navigating through product screens. Opting out of the
Setup Wizard is OK, the vehicle selection process and download process can also be performed
through the main menu. Page Step 2: Vehicle Selection 2: vehiCle seleCtiOn Select the option
from the vehicle selection screen that most matches the vehicle in use; the GT will not be able
to perform a download or monitor correctly if the correct vehicle type is not specified. Page
Step 3 The Download Do you want to download? You can either install a download MORE now
or install later from the main menu. Your GT will only be able to run monitoring features until the
download is completed. The main screen has a multitude of different functions; the diagrams in
this section fully explain each function accessed from the main menu. Hold the button down
next to the vehicle parameter currently displayed in the large gauge area to switch between the
different large gauge display types. Page The Driving Coach Continuously hold any of the four
buttons, adjacent to the vehicle parameters displayed on the screen, on the left side of the GT.
As any of the four buttons are continuously held the Large Gauge area will rotate through four
different gauge styles and the Driving Coach. Simply re- lease the button when the Driving
Coach appears in the Large Gauge area. The diagram below illustrates the information that is
collected and displayed by the Driving Coach. Real Time Fuel Economy: The first bar graph display fuel economy in gallons per hour or liters per kilometers in real time. Section 5 includes
comprehensive information on each main menu item and all sub menus. The GT is being
transferred to a new vehicle. Note the GT Installed Download feature must be returned to stock
before it is transferred another vehicle. If the wrong vehicle is selected the correct vehicle can
be selected in the Change Vehicle menu. Page Install Download 3. Return a vehicle to stock: To
completely return a vehicle to its factory stock conditions. Diesel Tuning: The diesel tuning is
the only tuning available that is adjustable on the fly, this means that the level of added
horsepower can be adjusted from the Main Screen once a download has been completed on the
vehicle.. Page 35 4. Allow up to one hour for installation. The GT easily installs in under 30
minutes. However, allocate at least an hour for installation in case any problems are
encountered during installation. Be sure to replace all of the fuses back into the vehicle fuse
box once a download has been completed. Page 39 Performing a download is a very simple
operation, simply follow the instructions dis- played on the GT screen. Before downloading to a
vehicle be sure to read all download installation precautions and remove all fuses on GM brand
vehicles. Note fuses must be replaced after a download is complete. At this point simply specify
the engine tune; the table below illustrates the three settings available: Premium, Regular, and
Stock. Diesel users do not have to select an engine tune, the diesel GT automatically loads the
tuning information into the vehicle. Page 41 OEM speed limiter. The tables below display the
range of adjustability for gasoline and diesel vehicles. Page 42 3. It is an optimized tune
designed for performance. It also helps reduce transmission slippage under heavy stress. This
setting is recommended to be used in combi- nation with, but is certainly not limited to the High
Performance Horsepower program. This will ensure that no modifications are made to the stock
program. Page 45 Wide open throttle refers to a throttle position governor placed on stock
Nissan vehicles. Page 46 Transferring to a new vehicle: The GT is transferable to a new vehicle,
but only after the original vehicle has been returned to stock and the product is fully
uninstalled. Page Gauge Setup So to select gauge location 1, press the locations. To select the
4th gauge location press the bottom button or the 5th button down on the left side. Page 48 For
all other vehicle applications pyrom- eters can be installed, a bully Dog pyrometer is required
for use with the GT and is the only pyro that will work with the GT. Select the Driving Coach
Setup from the main menu and then follow the on screen instructions for guidance through the
setup process. The Driving Coach Setup Wizard will ensure that the results displayed on the
driving coach screen are accurately calibrated to the vehicle. To complete setup press Exit to
Main Menu The descriptions for all the user op- tions are below. A more detailed description of
each is on the following pages. The GT switches be- tween day and night modes based on
whether the vehicle head lights are turned on or off. If the vehicle headlights are turned off the
GT backlighting will switch to day mode settings, if the lights are on the backlighting will switch
to night mode settings. Exit the menu and the selection will automatically take effect. Use the
buttons adjacent These parameters can also be setup in the Driving Coach Setup Wizard. The

descriptions for all the vehicle options are listed below. Page 58 Engine sizes buttons on the to
continue. All defueling options can be activated at the same time, all can be turned off, or a mix
of on and off. Each defueling option is adjusted individu- ally to be on or off and set to a
particular defueling temperature. Page 61 OperATION set defuel levels: When entering a setup
menu for any of the defuel options the menu will have a list of defuel levels to select from based
on that specific defuel parameter. The selected value is displayed on the left, to select a defuel
level highlight the amount and then exit the setup menu. Page 62 This feature should only be
used if the diesel particulate filter gets clogged and will not go into mobile Desoot mode. Follow
the on screen in- struction provided by the GT. Notice: mobile Desoot function should only be
used if absolutely necessary. The descriptions below tell what each function does to the
vehicle. This feature is for Off-road use only. There are three transmission tune styles available:
stock, smooth, and aggres- sive. Not all of the tunes are available for every power setting.
Notice that upon entering the transmission tune menu that, Extreme, is highlighted in black.
Page 66 The tire size function allows you to adjust the speed that the GT will display in one of
the gauge locations to account for larger or smaller than stock tire sizes. See the diagram below
to see everything that is listed in this menu. If there are new features available look on our web
site for a description of those features. Page 70 GT contains the same information, and no new
information was added. If this happens check the version information of the current software
loaded on the GT, in the show settings menu, and compare that to what is available online. Page
71 Based on the change in version numbers between the current version on the GT and the
version that is available on the Bully Dog web site the GT may have to be returned to stock. SEE
section 1 for details. Page 72 The change in the version number for any new update issued on
the Update Agent can be viewed on the Bully Dog web site and compared to the version on the
GT. This is how to determine if a download to stock is necessary. Page 73 1. To download the
Update Agent through our web site visit: This address will take you to the Bully Dog download
center where a free copy of the Update Agent can be downloaded. Page 74 3. From this screen
there is only one simple thing to do; press the update button on the right hand side of the
screen and the Update Agent will automatically update the GT software. Page Transmission
Relearn Relearning the transmission can help the transmission adjust to the higher levels of
power offered by the GT resulting in a better shifting transmission. Follow the vehicle specific
procedures below to relearn the follow- ing transmissions. There is no installation required for
these pyrometers; each pyrometer is OEM. The temperatures at each location are displayed on
the GT as a vehicle parameter under the gauge setup menu. Page 80 Loose Connections
functioning normal. For more information on up-to-date troubleshooting guide for the GT, go to
It is the primary means of performing internet upgrades for the GT. Page 83 SD card. The
software then processes the information and uses that information to serve as the Driving
Coach. It then instructs the driver to use the most economical driving techniques in order to
maximize fuel economy. This manual is also suitable for: Gauge gt. Print page 1 Print document
84 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password.
Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I can only start My truck when I jump start it from the
starter solenoid with a screw driver. Other than that when I put my key in the ignition,
everything comes on even the chimes still it won't turn over or crank. Rowefast answered 4
years ago. There is probably not voltage getting thew to the small wire on the solenoid on the
fender. Last one I worked on it was the neutral safety switch. But it could be the ignition switch
also. Just have to do some checking. Thanks Seen that wire. I had some reserve about
changing the ignition switch, If I am not messing with the tumbler, would I still need to
re-program my key? I'll start with the small wire and trace it from there to see if I have a break
some where then I'll switch out the neutral switch and If I don't have to re-program the key, then
the Ignition Switch, I'll let you know what happens. Again thanks for the response. Starter relay.
Just gotta find which on it is thanks again. OJ answered 4 years ago. If your vehicle is equipped
with a solenoid relay on the fender well, near the battery, check to make sure it is operating
properly. The "net" will have a video on how to check. Howzit OJ No my solenoid relay is on my
fire wall, just bought a brand new one and installed it 2 days ago. However maybe I have been
using the wrong word to describe it , I've been calling it a starter solenoid and others have been
calling it solenoid relay or starter relay but I have a picture of it. Maybe my solenoid is on the
fender wall like you said. Thats the small wire I was referring to, check to see if 12V is at that
wire when the key is turned to the start position. I guess the parts stores call that the starter
relay. There is also the one in the fuse box. You indicated you can jump the solenoid relay with
a screwdriver and the vehicle will start. Well, that would indicate the starter is good. If, as
Rowenfast posted, check for 12 volts at the small wire on the relay when someone turns the
ignition to the start position. I would suspect there will not be twelve volts present. Meaning the
secondary circuit electromagnet within solenoid relay is not being energized to close the circuit

allowing the voltage to pass through down to the starter. If that is the case, begin back-tracking
the small wire to find a short, broken wire, etc. Thanks Guys , Gonna check on that when I am
done work here, Appreciate the help. I'll post here if that solves the problem Hoping I get to post
good news. Okay guys I changed out the ignition switch and that wasn't the problem. I bought a
multi meter and a test light then realized, I am embarrassed to say that I don't know how to use
it. Maybe my question should be how to use a multimeter. Remove the small wire from the
solenoid relay on the firewall. Set the meter to DC volts. Stick the red wire from the meter into
the female slot on the wire you disconnected. Ground the black wire. Have someone turn the
ignition to start. Check the meter, it should read 12 volts. If you do not get voltage, the relay will
not work. It is nothing more than an electro magnet which switches a high amperage circuit with
a low amperage switch. If you are getting 12 volts, then the problem has to be with the relay.
The net will show you how to check the relay. Wooohoo Thanks again, Brother, slowly the
process of elimination is working, can I do the same when I check the relays in the fuse box?
Checking relays is simple, most relays have the pins numbered right next to it. They are all
numbered the same from brand to brand. Check out the video on how to check one, it's wordy
to type out, and a video would probably be two minutes, with pictures and movies to boot.
Howzit gang. Okay I tested the little wire with the test light and the light went on. Then I put the
multimeter on. So I am now going to change the neutral switch. Would that be the next step?
Something is not making sense here You have tested for voltage on the small wire and there is.
That starter should work. The problem has to be from that point forward. Something not
allowing power to, or at the starter. So I suggest for the day to take out the starter and clean up
the mounting surfaces for the starter. I have seen Fords do this, not all the time but it does
happen where the grounding of the starter is not good. Also clean up both ends of the battery
cables, and any other ground wires in that area. As rowenfast stated, something not making
sense. If you can jump the relay on the fender, then the starter is good. If you have voltage at
the signal wire small but it does not operate the solenoid, it would indicate the solenoid relay is
bad, it's just a switch. All I can think of is the solenoid grounds itself to the fender well via the
mounting bolts. Check the ground. Let's narrow this thing down. Take a piece of romex wire and
run it from the positive side of the battery to the small post on relay you pictured. Touch it for
just a second with the key in the ignition in the "on" position. If the engine turns, the solenoid
relay is good and the problem is between the electrical signal wire and the ignition key. Make
sure the shift selector is in park when you do this for an automatic, or have someone in the
vehicle with their foot on the clutch and in neutral if a manual transmission. You know you may
be on to something here on that relay not having a good ground to the fender wall. There would
be no circuit for the contact to activate to come up to make contact inside to the two big post.
There is a coil in there to energize to pull up the contact to the two post. There are only power
lines running to that relay, the only ground is when you bolt it onto the fender well. Try cleaning
up the fender well and the mounting surface where the bolts go threw. Sorry guys just got back
there is no voltage coming out of the little wire again. It has become intermittent. So I started to
check other wires like that on the truck and my test light didn't go on as well. I've been tracing
that little wire to the ignition switch to the ignition switch.. Gonna go at it again. I somehow lost
power to my power windows. Just bought a brand new battery. Maybe it's because I took off the
ignition switch when I was tracing that small wire. Also move those switches around, I think
they are adjustable so you can hit the sweet spot to make it work. When I tested the lower bolt
on the solenoid with the test light, the light turns on. When I test the upper bolt no light. I also
tested the mounting bolts. No light also. Going to clean the firewall where the bolts are mounted
too. Ya, one of those wires are live, the other big wire is not, the one running to the starter. Your
like worked cause you made a circuit to ground. Check this out guys. Next to my ignition
switch, I have some sort of device that looks like a GPS. Its called a PTE-2 pass time. Now I
traced that little wire to the fuse box. From the fusebox to the ignition switch should be a red
and light blue wire which I found in the cabin but not connected. It was cut and capped. Now
that same colored wire is coming out of the ignition switch and spliced into a blue wire which is
connected to the device. Should I cut that wire? And splice it to the other wire that is capped? I
am no electrician but I think this might do it. Boy, this is hard to answer for me, why is that
there? Did someone install that? And what is a PTE-2, what is it for? And had the vehicle ben
running with this device? You must be pretty familiar with the wiring by now, maybe look up a
wiring diagram for the ignition switch? It can probably kill the engine and be rendered
inoperable is things like monthly car payments are not made. Check the net, you'll probably find
a more complete explanation. Come to find out this is what has been disabling my truck. So I
believe I have to go see a locksmith or something to get the codes. I tried reconnecting the the
wires but that didn't work. Hey at least I got brand new parts for the truck. Rowefast Yes there
are other wires running thru it. Jumped the gun on that one. Get this thing running and still a

deal for ya. Yes sir My Brother, all You guys are awesome. Big Thanks for all of your help.
Howzit Gang. Okay This is an update so far. The little wire that had no power, now has power
surging through. However not the 12v that I needed but there is life in that wire. My truck still
doesn't crank but it clicks and makes some kind of noise. Had to charge from another battery. I
don't know if that's a good sign. The neutral switch is in park, ignition switch looks good, it's
brand new. I connected the same color wires coming wire from the wire cluster to the wires
coming from the ignition switch. If the solenoid relay is clicking, usually that is a sign the
battery is weak. When you jumped the solenoid did the engine crank as it suppose to, just not
start? Or did it crank slowly? If slowly, again, it could be a weak battery. By cranking, I mean the
engine turns via the starter. Is the solenoid relay new? If not, check the. I am thinking the same
thing to with replacing the starter relay in the fuse box. Hey guys check this out. I had power to
that little wire starter wire I found out the name of the wire. I disconnected the neutral switch
and no power to the starter power. So I know now that there is no broken connection between
the starter solenoid and the neutral switch. So I went to start the engine and lost power. And
what could be the problem? Did you attempt what I suggested? Run a wire from the positive
side of a good battery to the post where the small wire attaches to the solenoid relay. After
connecting the wire to the battery, just touch the other end of the wire to the solenoid relay post
for a second and the starter should work. If the battery is good, and all you get is a clicking
noise from the relay, then the relay is defective or not grounded properly. No I haven't, Does it
need to be a romex wire? If it has to be a romex wire then I go get one after work and try it. The
Battery is brand new just purchased it last week.. But First thing when I get home I'll do that.
Thanks Brother. Howzit OJ, Just making sure I am on the right page with you. Don't use some
light wire light speaker wire of 22 gauge of something like that. A long enough piece of 12 gauge
wire will work. Pick up a few feet at the local hardware store. Probably about thirty cents a foot.
That looks like it. If it is a ford truck in the photo, and one of the heavy wires run down to the
starter, that is it. Remove the small wire before you make the contact with the post. Hey, we
know that big heavy wire that runs from the relay to the starter works as jahmen jumped
between the two big post on the relay I thought you were going to run the power from the
battery to the small wire location to see if it works. The small wire runs from the ignition switch
to the relay Yes, Right after work I am headed home and gonna run a wire from the Positive
terminal on the battery to the part where the small wire connects to see if the engine starts. Is
there supposed to be a ground wire coming from the ignition switch? Now there's clicking
noises coming from the fuse box inside the cabin. After about 5 mind after we take the keys out
it stops. I jumped the battery from another car and the truck starts, I let it run for about 15 mind
shut it off and it started again. OJ Rowefast. Couldn't have done it without you guys. Thank you
Big time Much Alohs. So far so good, I hope this stays this way. Doesn't sound like you are out
of the woods yet tho. And you can't have the battery draining, indicates a parasitic draw on the
battery. Is the battery in good shape? At least you are making progress The clicking noise could
possibly be the AC vent door actuator located under the dash. Fords are notorious for having
those things go out, and they make a clicking noise. But it should not be powered once the key
is off. Since you have a multi-meter, checking for the parasitic draw is quite simple in locating
the offending circuit. Check for videos on the net. Keep in mind, if there is a parasitic draw,
depending on the offending circuit and the power which is being drawn, that could be your
entire problem with the no start condition. We now know everything is good from relay to the
starter. Will do. MY truck now starts on it's own. However the Horn is out. Got no power to the
Horn. Fuses and relays are good although, my Air bag light is blinking. Would that be an
indicator to change my clock spring? You find somewhere who could read Air Bag Codes to see
for sure. Not all scanners can read Air Bag Codes, but if you are in my neck of the woods, I
could do it for you. A blinking air-bag light is usually an indication a sensor associated with the
mechanism is out, not receiving power, or the signal portion of the circuit is out. I would
suspect the power end as there seems to be a lot of electrical distribution problems with the
vehicle. Check around the vehicle and under the dash for blind electrician work which may have
been performed by the previous owner. A complete schematic of the electrical wiring for the
vehicle, to include color coded wire, would probably be helpful to you in the future. Howzit OJ,
My engine runs cherry. Went around my truck to look for electrical issues. I believe now that the
last thing I need to do is to change my Fuel Pump. My truck died out and would just crank but
no turn over. When I hit the gas tank it turned over, only once. So I am assuming it is the Fuel
pump. I had someone turn the key to on and didn't hear the whrrring sound in the tank. On
another note. In my passenger side kick panel there is an inertia switch I believe that's what it's
called, Anyways there is a button on the top of that switch to reset something maybe the pump.
The switch is pressed in therefore cannot be pressed or is that what it supposed to be in the
down position. Just wondering. The switch you are speaking of is to stop the flow of gasoline to

the engine in the event of a crash. It usually pops out when defective and usually stays pushed
in when ok.. It can be bypassed like any other switch. Before you begin spending money on a
fuel pump and going through the hassle of removing the fuel tank, invest in a twenty buck fuel
pressure gauge and check the pressure from right under the hood. There is a valve in a
convenient place just for that purpose. Thanks OJ. I believe they call it a Schrader valve. KrnHill
answered 4 years ago. Hey everyone Hill here Before I go into a lengthy explanation of what im
dealing with, i would like to know if the picture above is accurate? Or, should the large wire
from my firewall go to the top post and the large wire to my altenator be attached to my bottom
post? I dont have a hanes book, and the dealorship hasnt contacted me back yet so that i may
check the wiring. Rednecht answered 4 years ago. If you are hearing a clicking behind your fuse
box on drivers side of the dash on your f then chances are that you need a replacement Body
Control Module. If you go to the salvage yard they run about 30 dollars. Be advised there are 2
different ones. One for 2 wheel drive and one for 4 wheel drive. I would advise you to get one
from the salvage yard due to the fact that if it isn't the problem you are only out around 30
dollars and places like Oriellys and Auto Zone wont give refunds on electrical parts. Not to
mention the cost of a remanufactured one from them run around to each. Darrell answered 3
years ago. How many volts should be at the neutral switch? Having a problem only sometimes
when starter bendix does not get enought voltage to fully engage the flywheel. Jrogers
answered 2 years ago. So I Just swapped the motor in my ford I have lights, but no windows no
chime no radio no start hmmmmmmm what did I do wrong I have everything in its place and
fuses have been checked. I'm at a loss for words can someone help???? Darrell answered 2
years ago. I would make sure your motor and frame is grounded with at least 4 gauge wire then
check to see when u turn your switch on that there is voltage on small wire at relay on firewall.
Some call it a solenoid. Reaves answered 2 years ago. Mattcoburn answered 2 years ago. Have
a f 4x4 theft light flashing no spark when I cross the solenoid what could it be. Ajames
answered about a year ago. I have a f that i just bought 2 weeks ago,no problems but a tick that
I have been reading seems to be common with these older trucks, no problems staring until the
weather dropped toabout 20 below zero,now when I turn the key my lights radio ,everything
works,except it gives one tick and wont turn over,I jumped it and after having the engine block
heater plugged in for about 20 minutes,the truck will start after a jump,about five hours later and
now 30 below zero, same issue,is it just the battery? Ryan answered 10 months ago. I have a
ford f 4. Shut my truck off one day an my trucks warning lights stayed on and drained my
battery. I tried getting a jump start but when I put the key in to start it nothing happens. The
safety lights are still on though. I jumped the starter solenoid and got it started without the key
in it. I can put the key in and turn it to the on and off position and nothing still happens. Stays
running. To get it to shut off I have to pull the starter relay and then unhook my battery so it
doesn't run it dead. I hook my battery back up and jump the solenoid and it fires right up
without the key again. Have to do this every time to get it to start and have to pull relay to shut it
off. Replaced ignition tumbler and starter solenoid and still nothing. Can't figure this one out.
Someone please help. Hey everyone, I have an F and my battery will drain over night. Once I try
to turn truck over, i have a clicking from relay 2 battery saver relay. I'll jump my truck and it will
start. Any Ideas? Ken answered 8 months ago. Jody answered about a month ago. When i hook
up the starter battery cable, the starter begins to turn. I can also start my truck while the key is
not even in the ignition. OJ answered about a month ago. If you can start the vehicle without the
key is the ignition, I suspect you can turn the cylinder from off to start without a key, correct? If
so I would replace the ignition switch switch as it is obviously broken. If you have a chip in your
key, you will have to purchase a new cylinder with new transponders in the provided keys. You
may have to have a locksmith reprogram to vehicle's computer so the new keys work. Fixed it! I
replaced all the cables from the battery to relay to starter. Cranks up like champ! Other than that
when I put my key in the ignition, everything comes on even the chimes still it won't turn Hi
guys, I need help fixing my dad's truck. It's a F Ford truck.
explorer 94
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Whenever I turn the key, only the dashboard lights come on, the engine won't start or crank. I
bring the battery to Autozone I have an F it is a model, Lariat Supercrew 4x4. My truck froze and
i brought it into the shop to thaw, truck sat overnight in shop to thaw out and dry. I try to start
but no go. What can I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My Truck doesn't start, no

crank. Report Follow. Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
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